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The formation, storage and chemical differentiation of magma in the Earth’s crust is of 8 
fundamental importance in igneous geology and volcanology.  Recent data are challenging the 9 
high melt fraction ‘magma chamber’ paradigm that has underpinned models of crustal magmatism 10 
for over a century, suggesting instead that magma is normally stored in low melt fraction ‘mush 11 
reservoirs’.1-9  A mush reservoir comprises a porous and permeable framework of closely packed 12 
crystals with melt present in the pore space.1,10 However, many common features of crustal 13 
magmatism have not yet been explained by either the ‘chamber’ or ‘mush’ reservoir concepts.1,11  14 
Here we show that reactive melt flow is a critical, but hitherto neglected, process in crustal mush 15 
reservoirs, occurring because buoyant melt percolates upwards through, and reacts with, the 16 
crystals.10  Reactive melt flow in mush reservoirs produces the low crystallinity, chemically 17 
differentiated (silicic) magmas which ascend to form shallower intrusions or erupt to the 18 
surface.11-13  The magmas can host much older crystals, stored at low and even sub-solidus 19 
temperatures, consistent with crystal chemistry data.6-9  Changes in local bulk composition caused 20 
by reactive melt flow, rather than significant increases in temperature, produce the rapid increase 21 
in melt fraction that remobilizes these cool- or cold-stored crystals.  Reactive flow can also 22 
produce bimodality in magma compositions sourced from mid- to lower-crustal reservoirs.14,15  23 
Trace element profiles generated by reactive flow are similar to those observed in a well-studied 24 
reservoir now exposed at the surface.16  We propose that magma storage and differentiation 25 
primarily occurs by reactive melt flow in long-lived mush reservoirs, rather than by the commonly 26 
invoked process of fractional crystallisation in magma chambers.14   27 

Magma reservoirs occur at several depths within the crust and typically grow incrementally 28 
through the intrusion of dykes or sills.1,11,13,16,17  High melt fractions must sometimes be present in 29 
these reservoirs to produce eruptible, low-crystallinity magmas.1,7,8,9,13  However, geophysical data 30 
suggest that reservoirs have low melt fraction even beneath active volcanoes2-5 and crystal 31 
chemistry data indicate that long-term magma storage occurs at low or even sub-solidus 32 
temperature.6-9  High melt fractions are therefore ephemeral, yet geochemical models typically 33 
assume differentiation occurs by crystal fractionation from low-crystallinity magmas;11,14 moreover, 34 
geochronological data demonstrate that crustal magma reservoirs can be long-lived, spanning 35 
hundreds of thousands to millions of years.17-21  Existing models of crustal magma storage and 36 
differentiation cannot reconcile these conflicting observations. 37 

We use numerical modelling to investigate the storage and chemical differentiation of magma in 38 
crustal reservoirs.  The model describes repeated intrusion of mafic to intermediate sills into the 39 
mid- to lower crust,12,13,16,21-23 the associated transport of heat via conduction and advection and, in a 40 
key advance, mass transport via reactive flow of buoyant melt through the compacting crystal 41 
framework.10  Transport of chemical components with the melt modifies the local bulk composition, 42 
and melt fraction changes in response to the chemical reactions that maintain local thermodynamic 43 
equilibrium.  Phase behaviour is modelled using a two-component, eutectic phase diagram that, 44 
although much simplified compared to natural systems, captures the critically important impact of 45 
bulk composition on melting behaviour and the complex non-linear relationships between 46 
composition, melt fraction and permeability (see Methods).10  Melting relationships obtained from 47 
the phase diagram approximate common crustal igneous systems (Extended Data Fig. 1).  The 48 
concentration of an incompatible trace element is also modelled assuming a constant partition 49 
coefficient.   50 

Typical results are shown in Figure 1 (see also Supplementary Video 1). In this example, 100m 51 
thick basalt (mafic) sills are intruded randomly over a depth range of 600m, initially at 18km depth 52 



and then around a depth that is controlled by the density contrast between intruding magma and 53 
host mush, reflecting the evolving reservoir composition and melt fraction (see Methods).  We 54 
emplace 7.8km of basalt in total, at an average rate of 5mm·yr-1 typical of crustal magmatic 55 
systems,22-24 into solid crust with an initial geotherm of 20K·km-1.21-23  Our example was chosen to 56 
facilitate comparison with data from a well-studied deep crustal section.16,21 The key findings are 57 
replicated over the depth range of 10-30km typical of many crustal magma reservoirs and following 58 
intrusion of intermediate as well as mafic magma, using model parameters over a wide range 59 
reasonable for such systems (see Methods and Extended Data Table 1). 60 

Initially, following each sill intrusion, the melt fraction rapidly falls to zero so there is no 61 
persistent magma reservoir (Supplementary Video 1 and Extended Data Figure 2).  This is the 62 
‘incubation phase’ of the incipient magma reservoir, observed also in models that neglect reactive 63 
flow.22,23  However, in our model, chemical differentiation occurs within each intrusion before it 64 
solidifies, with more evolved melt (enriched in the incompatible trace element) accumulating at the 65 
top of the intrusion, and more refractory and depleted crystals accumulating at the base.  The rapid 66 
increase in crystallinity traps the magma at the site of intrusion, but differentiation creates 67 
compositional contrasts that cause the intrusion depth to progressively increase (Supplementary 68 
Video 1 and Extended Data Figure 3a).   69 

The incubation phase ends when the melt fraction is greater than zero between successive sill 70 
intrusions, whereupon a magma reservoir has formed (Figure 1a; Supplementary Video 1).  Melt is 71 
now persistently present, but melt fraction remains low except for a brief period after each new 72 
intrusion (Extended Data Figure 2b).  The reservoir comprises a mush, rather than a high melt 73 
fraction magma chamber. Reactive flow now significantly modifies the predicted reservoir behaviour 74 
compared to previous models.22,23   75 

Buoyant melt migrates upwards through the mush, accumulating in the upper part of the 76 
reservoir because it cannot travel beyond the solidus isotherm where the melt fraction and 77 
permeability fall to zero (Supplementary Video 1). Melt composition evolves as it flows into, and 78 
reacts with, progressively cooler mush.  Reactive flow reduces, or removes, early-formed 79 
compositional contrasts, so the locally varying melt fraction controls the depth of later sill intrusions, 80 
which decreases as melt migrates upwards (see Methods).  This is the ‘growing phase’ of the 81 
reservoir.  82 

The growing phase ends when melt accumulates below the solidus isotherm to form a high melt 83 
fraction (typically >0.7) layer overlying a thick (several km), low melt fraction (typically <0.2) mush 84 
(Figure 1b and Supplementary Video 1). The melt-rich layer contains chemically differentiated felsic 85 
magma and can grow to several 100’s m in thickness. Although not captured by the model, buoyant 86 
magma in the layer will be prone to leave the reservoir to produce shallower intrusions or volcanic 87 
eruptions.25,26  Once magma leaves, a new layer grows by the same mechanism (see Methods).   88 

This is the ‘active phase’ during which the reservoir can deliver evolved, low crystallinity magma 89 
(Extended Data Figure 2b).  We suggest that, although geophysical surveys are probing active 90 
reservoirs, they image only the low melt fraction mush;2-5 the overlying high melt fraction layers are 91 
not observed, because they are ephemeral and/or too thin to be resolved.  Geophysical detection of 92 
such a layer would suggest that magma mobilisation (and possible eruption) was imminent.7 93 

When intrusion of new sills ends, reactive flow continues wherever the temperature is above the 94 
solidus but, overall, the reservoir cools.  This is the ‘waning phase’ (Supplementary Video 1; 95 
Extended Data Figure 3b) that persists until the mush has completely solidified (Extended Data 96 
Figure 2b).  If exhumed, the resulting body of rock is termed a deep crustal section of which there 97 
are several natural examples.16,21 98 

During the active phase, the high melt fraction layer forms towards the top of the reservoir 99 
where the temperature is low, rather than at the highest temperature (Figure 1b).  This counter-100 
intuitive result is a consequence of reactive flow, whereby melt accumulation causes the local bulk 101 
composition to evolve towards the eutectic.  Melt composition in more chemically complex systems 102 
will evolve towards other low-variance states such as cotectics, peritectics or multiple-saturation 103 



points (see Methods), but the overall behaviour will be similar.  A key finding here is that high melt 104 
fraction layers in crustal mush reservoirs can form in response to changes in bulk composition 105 
caused by reactive melt flow, rather than significant increases in temperature.   106 

Magma in a high melt fraction layer contains c. 10% crystals (Figure 2a).  These ‘antecrysts’ can 107 
long pre-date magma formation, because they derive from crystallisation of early sills at the top of 108 
the reservoir.  Once formed, the antecrysts are stored at near- or sub-solidus temperature (i.e. ‘cool’ 109 
or ‘cold’; Figure 2b).  The local temperature gradually increases in response to ongoing intrusion of 110 
sills deeper in the reservoir and, eventually, exceeds the solidus.  Soon afterwards, buoyant, evolved 111 
melt, migrating upwards through the pore-space, accumulates around these older antecrysts, 112 
causing the local melt fraction to increase rapidly and by far more than would be possible by heating 113 
alone (Figure 2b).6,7,18,27  Cold mush is remobilized here not by a significant increase in temperature, 114 
but by buoyancy-driven reactive flow supplying evolved melt from deeper, more refractory parts of 115 
the reservoir, where temperature can be high but the melt fraction remain low (Figure 2c).  116 
Remobilization is primarily caused by changes in local bulk composition, rather than temperature. 117 

In our example, melt accumulation forms a low crystallinity magma a few centuries after the local 118 
temperature exceeds the solidus, yet the magma contains antecrysts formed up to c. 1–1.4Ma 119 
earlier (Figure 2b).  The range of antecryst ages reflects the timing of sill intrusions relative to the 120 
timing of melt accumulation.  Crystal chemistry data show cool or cold storage and remobilization of 121 
older antecrysts hosted by younger felsic magma;6-9 our results suggest that this could result from 122 
reactive melt flow accumulating young, felsic melt within older mush.  The antecrysts are not in 123 
equilibrium with the younger melt, creating disequilibrium crystal textures such as partial resorption.  124 
Flow of buoyant melt into the high melt fraction layer will drive convective overturn and 125 
homogenisation before, or during, evacuation of magma, yielding a range of antecryst ages that may 126 
span the entire reservoir history.28   127 

Magmas in the high melt fraction layers have evolved composition.  Conversely, magmas in the 128 
sills shortly after intrusion have compositions close to the intruded basalt. Low crystallinity, mafic or 129 
felsic magmas can therefore leave the reservoir, but not magmas with intermediate composition.  130 
Many volcanic settings are characterised by bimodal volcanism (the ‘Daly Gap’), especially in oceanic 131 
settings (hotspots and island arc environments) and continental hotspots (Figure 3a).14,15,29  Our 132 
results suggest that compositional bimodality is another consequence of differentiation by reactive 133 
melt flow in mush reservoirs.  However, not all systems show bimodality.30  Intermediate 134 
compositions could result from magma mixing15 or differentiation within multiple mush reservoirs 135 
comprising a vertically extensive magmatic system.1 136 

The modelled incompatible trace element concentration in the solidified reservoir shows a 137 
characteristic pattern.  Towards the base, the spiky signature produced by differentiation in each sill 138 
during the incubation phase is preserved (Figure 3b).  In the upper part, the profile is smoother and 139 
shows depletion relative to the initial concentration, reflecting extraction of melt.  The top shows 140 
enrichment, reflecting accumulation of melt during the growing and active phases.  Data from a 141 
deep crustal section show a similar pattern (Figure 3c).16  We suggest this pattern is another 142 
characteristic product of reactive melt flow in crustal mush reservoirs.  Reactive melt flow at low 143 
melt fraction, rather than fractional crystallisation at high melt fraction, is the dominant mechanism 144 
controlling magma storage, accumulation and chemical differentiation in the continental crust (Fig. 145 
4). 146 
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Main Figure Legends 242 
 243 
Figure 1 | Snapshots showing temperature, melt fraction, bulk composition and incompatible 244 
trace element concentration as a function of depth during the growing and active phases of the 245 
reservoir after a, 0.97Ma following the onset of sill intrusions and b, 1.39Ma.  Snapshots taken from 246 
Supplementary Video 1.  At early times (not shown; see Extended Data Fig. 3a), during the 247 
incubation phase, individual sills cool rapidly.  At later times a, during the growing phase, a 248 
persistent mush reservoir forms but the melt fraction is low.  Buoyant melt migrates upwards and 249 
begins to accumulate at the top of the mush.  During the active phase b, the accumulating melt 250 
forms a high melt fraction layer containing mobile magma.  The composition of the melt in the layer 251 
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is evolved and enriched in incompatible trace elements.  Elsewhere in the mush, the melt fraction 252 
remains low.  At late times (not shown; see Extended Data Fig. 3b) during the waning phase, sill 253 
intrusions cease and the mush cools and solidifies.  To illustrate the key processes, intruding basalt 254 
and crust are assumed in this example to have the same initial incompatible trace element 255 
concentration.  Shaded area in all plots denotes the vertical extent of basalt intrusions at that time.  256 
Equivalent results for sill intrusions at 10km depth are shown in Extended Data Fig. 5. 257 
 258 
Figure 2 | Cold storage and rapid remobilization of magma.  Plot a shows melt fraction as a function 259 
of depth at three different snapshots in time (1.346Ma and 4ka before and after).  Reactive flow of 260 
buoyant melt produces a high melt fraction layer that migrates upwards.  Plot b shows temperature 261 
and melt fraction as a function of time at a depth of 18.2km, close to the top of the reservoir. Similar 262 
results are obtained over the depth range 18-18.5km.  Early sill intrusions rapidly cool and crystallize. 263 
The crystals are kept in ‘cold storage’ at sub-solidus temperature, but the temperature gradually 264 
increases in response to sill intrusions deeper in the reservoir. Soon (<0.3ka) after the temperature 265 
exceeds the solidus, the high melt fraction layer arrives at this depth (coloured arrow denotes the 266 
corresponding snapshot in plot a) and the reservoir is remobilised: the melt fraction increases 267 
rapidly to form a low crystallinity magma.  The melt fraction increases much more rapidly and to a 268 
higher value than would be possible by melting alone. Plot c shows temperature and melt fraction as 269 
a function of time at a depth of 20km. Similar results are obtained over the depth range 18.5-270 
21.5km. Melt fraction remains low because reactive flow has left a refractory residue at this depth.  271 
There is no remobilization, despite the increase in temperature.  Data extracted from Supplementary 272 
Video 1. Equivalent results for intrusion at 10km depth are shown in Extended Data Fig. 6. 273 
 274 
Figure 3 | Geochemical consequences of reactive melt flow in crustal magma reservoirs.  Plot a 275 
shows SiO2 content of low crystallinity (crystal fraction <30%) magmas. Solid curves show bulk 276 
magma composition (melt+crystals); dashed curves show melt composition alone. The peak at low 277 
SiO2 corresponds to magma within the intruding sills; the peak at high SiO2 corresponds to magma 278 
within high melt fraction layers near the top of the reservoir. Also shown for comparison are data 279 
from the Snake River Plain.29 The bimodality is clear, although the basalt has a lower SiO2 content 280 
than modelled here.  Results for different intruding sill compositions are shown in Extended Data 281 
Figure 7.  Plots b and c show modelled and observed neodymium concentration along a paleo-282 
vertical transect through the Upper Mafic Complex in the Ivrea-Verbano zone.  LBZ denotes Lower 283 
Basal Zone, IBZ denotes Intermediate Basal Zone, UBZ denotes Upper Basal Zone, MG denotes Main 284 
Gabbro and DIO denotes Diorite.16  Both modelled (b) and observed16 (c) data show a spiky profile at 285 
the base of the reservoir, depletion in the middle part of the reservoir, and enrichment at the top. 286 
 287 
Figure 4 | Reactive flow of buoyant melt at low melt fraction is a critical mechanism controlling 288 
magma storage, accumulation and differentiation in mid- to lower-crustal reservoirs.  The middle 289 
and lower parts of the reservoir comprise a thick (order km) mush layer, with low and relatively 290 
uniform melt fraction, formed by early sill intrusions during the incubation and growing phases.  This 291 
layer is typically imaged in geophysical data.  During the active phase, the upper part of the reservoir 292 
comprises transient layers containing either intermediate/mafic, or felsic magma, that can feed 293 
shallower intrusions or surface eruptions.  The felsic magma layer is formed in response to changes 294 
in local bulk composition caused by upwards reactive flow of buoyant melt through the mush.  The 295 
evolved melt accumulates around older antecrysts, which may have formed during the earliest sill 296 
intrusions and hence long pre-date magma formation.  In the schematic shown here, the felsic 297 
magma hosts a mixture of old and young antecrysts.  The old antecrysts were formed during early sill 298 
intrusions; the young antecrysts formed during late sill intrusion at similar depth. 299 
  300 



Methods 301 
Model Formulation 302 

To understand processes within crustal mush reservoirs, a quantitative model is required that 303 
includes three key features.  First, the model must include the addition of hot magma or heat, to 304 
initially solid crust, in order to create and grow the reservoir.22,23,31-34  Second, the model must include 305 
the relative motion of melt and crystals, to allow chemical differentiation.10,34-37  Third, the model must 306 
operate primarily at low melt fraction, consistent with a wealth of evidence that crustal magma 307 
reservoirs are normally low melt fraction mushes rather than high melt fraction magma chambers.1-308 
9,38,39 At low melt fraction, a magma reservoir comprises a mush of crystals forming a solid framework 309 
with melt distributed along grain boundaries.1,10,39-41  At higher melt fraction, the reservoir comprises 310 
a slurry of melt containing suspended crystals that can flow via fractures, faults or other pathways to 311 
be intruded at shallower depths or erupt at the surface.1,26,39,40  The latter process is not modelled 312 
explicitly in this study. 313 

The intrusion of magma to form sills can occur in numerous tectonic settings, providing both a 314 
source of heat and a source of magma that can differentiate to produce evolved melt.1,13,16,17,21-23,31-33  315 
Here, we follow earlier numerical approaches and model the repetitive intrusion of sills into the mid- 316 
to lower-crust (modelling magma reservoirs at depths over the range 10-30km), consistent with 317 
numerous contemporary magma reservoirs imaged in geophysical data, and magma reservoirs 318 
interpreted in deep crustal sections.2-5,16,21-23,31-34,42-44 It is assumed that the magma in the sills is 319 
delivered from some deeper reservoir in the crust or upper mantle.  In most of the example cases 320 
shown, the intruding magma is mantle-derived basalt, recognizing that crustal magmatism is largely 321 
driven by basalt13 and consistent with numerous natural examples.16,21,23,42-44  However, in a later 322 
section we also show results for a case when the intruding sills contain more evolved (intermediate) 323 
magma. 324 

Most models of repetitive sill intrusion do not include relative motion of melt and crystals and, 325 
therefore, there is no chemical differentiation: the bulk composition of the mush reservoir remains 326 
constant.22,23,31-33  Here, it is assumed that melt within the mush reservoir, produced by cooling and 327 
crystallisation of the intruded sills and also heating and melting of the surrounding crust, is present 328 
along grain boundaries and forms an interconnected network at low melt fraction.10,39-41  The melt is 329 
buoyant because it is less dense than the surrounding crystals, so a pressure gradient is present which 330 
causes upwards flow of melt relative to the crystalline matrix.10,34,39  The matrix can deform in response 331 
to melt flow.45-47  This coupled process of melt migration and matrix deformation is termed 332 
compaction.48  There is abundant evidence that compaction occurs in a wide variety of crustal igneous 333 
systems, and our assumptions are consistent with previous models of compaction.10,26,34,48-52   334 

Melt flow along grain boundaries in a mush reservoir allows efficient exchange of heat and mass 335 
between melt and solid phases, so that in most of the mush and over most of its lifetime, the phases 336 
remain in local thermal and chemical equilibrium.53 The local bulk composition of the mush therefore 337 
changes as the melt migrates upwards and the crystals compact downwards. To capture this, our 338 
model includes component transport and chemical reaction.10,36,37,54 The results shown here 339 
demonstrate that reactive flow of melt is a critically important process controlling the storage, 340 
accumulation and chemical evolution of magma within the mush reservoir.   341 
 342 
Governing equations and method of solution 343 
The governing equations and method of solution are modified from Solano et al.10  The enthalpy 344 
method is used to describe conservation of heat55 and a binary eutectic phase diagram is used to 345 
describe solid and melt compositions assuming local thermodynamic equilibrium.10,37 346 

In common with many previous studies, compaction is modelled using a modified version of the 347 
McKenzie formulation,48 assuming that deformation of the matrix occurs by melt-enhanced diffusion 348 
creep.45-47  This is reasonable in supra-solidus mush reservoirs deforming at low strain rates (<<10-15 s-349 
1) and yields a Newtonian rheology for the mush.56  The matrix shear viscosity is assumed constant, 350 
but the matrix bulk viscosity has a power-law relationship with melt fraction.26,50,57  The melt is also 351 



assumed to have a Newtonian rheology, which is reasonable for crystal-free melts containing a few 352 
wt% water.57,58   353 

Surface tension and interphase pressure are neglected.  The compaction formulation is currently 354 
being extended to include these potentially important effects, but a single, self-consistent model that 355 
includes phase change has not yet been presented.59-63  Differential stresses imposed by tectonic 356 
forces, and magma chamber over-pressuring and loading64 are also neglected, recognizing that at least 357 
some grain boundary flow is essential to separate melt and crystals in a mush reservoir and buoyancy 358 
is always available to drive this.  Volatiles are assumed to remain in solution, so are not present as a 359 
separate phase.  In shallow crustal reservoirs, an exsolved volatile phase likely plays an important role 360 
in controlling phase relations and melt flow, and driving magma mobilization.65,66 361 

As outlined in Solano et al.,10 the transport of heat, mass and components is modelled in 1-D, 362 
using a continuum formulation of the governing conservation equations.  Typical sill intrusions and 363 
crustal mush reservoirs have high aspect ratio.2-5,16,21,38,42-44,67,68  Given this, and the predominately 364 
vertical flow of buoyant melt in the mush, a 1-D model is a reasonable starting point to determine the 365 
effects of reactive melt flow on magma storage and differentiation.  However, a 1-D model does not 366 
admit the formation of high porosity, sub-vertical channels caused by reactive infiltration instability.54  367 
Numerical modelling in 2-D has suggested that such channels are created during reactive melt flow in 368 
the mantle,54,69,70 but their formation and significance in crustal mush reservoirs is not yet clear.  369 
Future work should investigate whether additional and important controls on flow in crustal magma 370 
reservoirs are observed in 2- and 3-D models. Such models are likely to be computationally expensive.   371 

The Boussinesq approximation is applied, so density differences between solid and liquid are 372 
neglected except for terms involving gravity.10,34,51 Melt fraction and porosity are synonymous in this 373 
model. However, in contrast to previous models of crustal magma reservoirs, changes in local bulk 374 
composition resulting from melt migration mean that the local melt fraction here cannot be simply 375 
related via temperature to the melt fraction in the initial bulk composition (Extended Data Fig. 1c).  376 
This is a very important aspect of our model and one that pertains in both simple chemical systems 377 
(as employed here) and complex natural systems. 378 

The governing equations can be expressed in dimensionless form as10 379 
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where h is enthalpy per unit mass; T is temperature; t is time; z is the vertical coordinate; w is velocity; 385 
φ is melt fraction; C is composition, defined using the phase diagram described in the next section; I is 386 
trace element concentration; ∆ρ is the density contrast between melt and crystals and µ is melt shear 387 
viscosity, both discussed in the next section.  Subscripts s and m denote solid and melt, respectively.  388 
Primes denote the dimensionless equivalents of the dimensional variables.   389 

The characteristic time- and length scales used to non-dimensionalize the equations are given 390 
by10 391 
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where ∆ρr is a reference density contrast and µr a reference melt shear viscosity discussed in the 394 
next section, g is the acceleration due to gravity, and the matrix viscosity is related to the melt 395 
fraction by10,34,50 396 
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where η is the shear viscosity, ξ is the bulk viscosity, η0 is a reference shear viscosity and β is an 398 
adjustable constant.  The permeability of the mush kφ is given by10,34,48,51 399 

2k a b α
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where a is the grain size, and b and α are adjustable constants.   401 
Temperature and enthalpy are scaled using10 402 
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where the subscripts L and S denote liquidus and solidus respectively.  The dimensionless scaling factor 405 
κ in equation (1) is given by10 406 
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and the Stefan Number by10 408 
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where kT is the thermal diffusivity, cp the sensible heat capacity, Lf the latent heat of fusion and ρr is a 410 
reference density discussed in the next section.   411 

The initial condition is chemically homogenous crust with a constant linear geotherm Tgeo and no 412 
melt present.  Temperature, melt fraction and velocity are zero at the upper boundary (Earth surface); 413 
the lower boundary has constant Tgeo and is set sufficiently deep that melt fraction and velocity remain 414 
zero.  Equations (1)-(5) were solved numerically using finite difference methods and a code developed 415 
by the authors.  Equation (1) was approximated using a forward-time-centered-space scheme; 416 
equations (2) and (3) using a modified Lax-Wendroff scheme; and equation (4) using a centered 417 
scheme.  Node spacing and time-steps were chosen based on the results of convergence tests.  418 
Solutions reported here used 20-40 nodes per individual sill intrusion with time steps that were always 419 
less than the well-known CFL condition.34,71 420 



The numerical methods and code have been validated extensively against analytical 421 
solutions.10,34,51,71 The energy conservation equation (1) is a special case of the general parabolic 422 
diffusion-advection equation, while the mass conservation equations (2) and (3) are special cases of 423 
the general hyperbolic flux conservative equation.  Analytical solutions are available for simplified 424 
forms of these general equations, and the numerical methods were tested against these.  An analytical 425 
solution is available for a simplified set of the compaction equations and the code was also tested 426 
against this. 427 
 428 
Phase behaviour and composition-dependent material properties 429 
Phase change and compositions are described using a binary eutectic phase diagram that 430 
approximates the behaviour of natural systems.  Several previous studies of crustal igneous systems 431 
have used a similar approach, which is preferable to more complex models involving, for example, the 432 
thermodynamic software MELTS72 for two reasons.  First, reactive flow leads to local changes in bulk 433 
composition, so the local phase equilibria must be recalculated at each location and time; this is trivial 434 
using a simple phase diagram, but computationally intensive (albeit possible) using MELTS.  Second, it 435 
allows fundamental aspects of compositional evolution to be identified without the additional 436 
complexity associated with modelling the phase behaviour of natural systems.10,37   437 

Melt fraction is related to composition through 438 
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where C is the local bulk composition.  Assuming a linear release of enthalpy during melting, enthalpy 440 
is related to temperature through 441 

p fh c T L ϕ= +  (15) 442 

Using equations (14) and (15), and the temperature-dependent liquid and solid compositions 443 
determined from the phase diagram, the melt fraction is determined locally.   444 

The binary eutectic phase diagram is described by a quadratic function given by10 445 
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Here, only compositions with C < e were used.  Values of the constants a1 - a3 were selected so that 448 
the melting relations obtained for starting compositions chosen to represent crust and intruded basalt 449 
match typical experimental data for the equilibrium melting/crystallization of metagreywackes and 450 
basalt, respectively, over the pressure range 400 – 900MPa (Extended Data Figure 1a; Extended Data 451 
Table 1).12,73,74  The match is surprisingly good given the simple phase behaviour adopted.   452 

It is important to recognize that the static melt fraction versus temperature relations shown in 453 
Extended Data Figure 1a are specific to the chosen starting bulk compositions.  They are not valid if 454 
the bulk composition changes in response to reactive melt flow.  The phase diagram provides a family 455 
of melting curves for all bulk compositions encountered in the reservoir; we show just two in Extended 456 
Data Fig. 1a.  The effect of reactive melt flow in the reservoir is to decouple melt fraction and 457 
temperature (Extended Data Figure 1c).  High melt fraction can be found at low temperature where 458 



reactive melt flow has caused the bulk composition of the mush to evolve towards the eutectic and 459 
vice-versa.  It is often assumed that high melt fraction necessitates high temperature.6-8,22,23,31-33,75,  460 
Reactive melt flow means that this is not the case in crustal mush reservoirs. 461 

We choose to relate composition C to a simple measure of differentiation, the SiO2 content, by 462 

( )
2 5 6 7 8tanhSiOS a a a a C= + +  (18) 463 

Values of the constants a5 - a8 were selected to yield a variation in SiO2 content with temperature that 464 
matches melt SiO2 content from the same experimental melting/crystallization data (Extended Data 465 
Figure 1b; Extended Data Table 1).  Again, the match is surprisingly good given the simple phase 466 
behavior adopted.   467 

Rearrangement of equations (14), (16) and (17), followed by substitution into (15), yields a cubic 468 
polynomial in melt fraction, dependent on enthalpy h and bulk composition C, which can be solved 469 
analytically10 470 
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The model includes partitioning of a trace element between crystals and melt.  The concentration 472 
in the melt is given by 473 

( )1m
II

K Kϕ
=

+ −
 (20) 474 

and in the solid by 475 

s mI KI=  (21) 476 

In the cases modelled here, the intruding magma and crust have the same initial concentration of an 477 
incompatible trace element.  This is unlikely in nature, but allows the evolution of trace element 478 
concentration in response to reactive melt flow in the mush to be more clearly observed and 479 
understood.  Trace element concentration does not affect the evolution of temperature or melt 480 
fraction, so the other key model results remain unchanged. 481 

The density of the melt and matrix, and the viscosity of the melt, both vary as a function of 482 
composition.  Solid and melt densities are given by 483 

( )min max1m m mC Cρ ρ ρ= + −  (22a) 484 

( )min max1s s sC Cρ ρ ρ= + −  (22b) 485 

where the subscripts max and min denote, respectively, the most evolved and least evolved (most 486 
refractory) compositions in the system.  The average density of the crystals+melt mixture (mush or 487 
magma) is given by 488 

( )1m sρ φρ φ ρ= + −  (23) 489 

The dimensionless density is obtained by dividing by a reference density ρr chosen as the initial density 490 
of the crust, and the dimensionless density contrast is obtained by dividing by a reference density 491 



contrast ∆ρr chosen to be the difference in density between the most refractory crystals (ρsmax) and 492 
most evolved melt (ρmmin). 493 

The logarithm of melt shear viscosity µ is linearly related to the dimensionless silica content of 494 
the melt 

2SiOs  495 
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where 
2SiOS is the silica content of the melt (wt%).58  The dimensionless melt shear viscosity is then 499 

obtained by dividing by a reference viscosity µr  chosen to be the maximum melt viscosity in the system 500 
(corresponding to the most evolved composition), to yield  501 

( )( )( )
2maxmin 1log10 SiOs' −= µµµ  (26) 502 

In the illustrative models shown here, melt viscosity varies from a minimum of 1 Pa·s to a maximum 503 
of 105 Pa·s (Extended Data Table 1) for the most mafic and felsic compositions respectively, which is 504 
reasonable for melt containing a few wt% water.58  A range of maximum melt viscosities is investigated 505 
in the sensitivity analysis described below.   506 
 507 
Modelling of sill intrusion 508 
The governing equations do not include terms representing addition of heat and mass in response to 509 
repetitive sill intrusion.  Each sill intrusion is modelled numerically, using a simple approach in which 510 
new nodes, populated with the properties (enthalpy, melt fraction, major element composition and 511 
trace element concentration) of the magma in the sill, are added into the model at the target intrusion 512 
depth.22,32,34  The number of new nodes is chosen to yield the desired sill thickness.  Pre-existing nodes 513 
below the location of sill intrusion are shifted downwards to accommodate the new nodes 514 
representing the sill; this approach represents, numerically, the case that intrusion of each new sill 515 
causes downwards displacement of deeper crust and approximates isostatic equilibrium.  Intrusion of 516 
each sill is assumed to occur over a timescale that is small compared to the thermal and chemical 517 
evolution of the magma reservoir and within a single time-step in the model.  We note that injection 518 
of magma may generate local over-pressure, fracturing and, during the growing and active phases of 519 
the magma reservoir, locally disrupt the mush.  Future refinements will focus on methods to better 520 
couple thermal and mechanical models. 521 
 522 
Sill intrusion depth 523 
Previous numerical studies have modelled repetitive intrusion by over-accretion, in which each new 524 
sill is intruded immediately above the previous sill; under-accretion, in which each new sill is intruded 525 
immediately below the previous sill; and random intrusion of sills and dykes around a fixed depth.21-526 
23,32-34  The approach used here to link sill intrusion depth to the state of the mush reservoir at the time 527 
of intrusion yields variations in intrusion depth that are not captured by these previous models. 528 

Controls on the depth of sill intrusions include rigidity contrasts and rheology anisotropy, resulting 529 
from variations in lithology and (if present) melt fraction; rotation of deviatoric stress such that the 530 
minimum deviatoric stress becomes vertical; and density contrasts between the surrounding country 531 
rock and intruding magma.67,68  The initial intrusion depth is chosen here to match the depth of an 532 
observed magma reservoir.  Understanding why a sill should be initially emplaced at a given depth is 533 
beyond the scope of the paper.  Once the first sill is emplaced, the depth of subsequent intrusions is 534 



controlled by the density contrast between the intruding magma and the surrounding reservoir.  The 535 
next sill intrusion occurs at the deepest level of the mush that has a lower bulk density (crystals + melt) 536 
than the intruding magma.  The top of the resulting reservoir tends to be close to the initial intrusion 537 
depth. 538 

Density contrasts are controlled by the local composition and/or melt fraction of the mush 539 
reservoir.  We use density contrasts here as a proxy for rigidity contrasts resulting from changes in 540 
rock composition or mush melt fraction.21,56,57,67,68  Density is calculated using equations (22) and (23); 541 
the chosen values of density for refractory crystals (ρsmax) and most evolved melt (ρmmin) (Extended 542 
Data Table 1) yield densities of c.3000kg·m-3 and c.2600kg·m-3 for solid basalt and evolved (felsic) rock 543 
compositions respectively, and densities of c.2800kg·m-3 and c.2350kg·m-3 for their corresponding 544 
molten counterparts.  These values are consistent with measured data.25,76,77  The initial (reference) 545 
density of the solid crust is c.2850kg·m-3, consistent with data for intermediate rocks.77   546 

During the incubation phase, melt fraction falls to zero between successive sill intrusions (Extended 547 
Data Figure 2), but variations in density arise in response to differentiation within each intruded sill as 548 
it cools.  Differentiation yields a lower density, evolved top and a higher density, more refractory base 549 
(Extended Data Figure 3a and Supplementary Video 1).  Similar compositional trends are observed in 550 
sills now exposed at the surface.10,78,79  The density-controlled intrusion depth of each new sill is, 551 
therefore, located below the deepest evolved top of a previous, now solidified, sill intrusion.   552 

During the growing and active phases of the reservoir (Extended Data Figure 2b), melt is 553 
persistently present and the compositional and density variations formed during the incubation phase 554 
are reduced by reactive melt flow (Figure 1 and Supplementary Video 1).  Variations in density are 555 
then primarily controlled by melt fraction, so the density-controlled intrusion depth of each new sill is 556 
located below the deepest high melt fraction layer. 557 

Field observations from deep crustal sections suggest that intrusions progressively accumulate to 558 
form a mush zone.16,21,76  At early times, when the heat content of the reservoir is still low, intrusions 559 
cool without causing significant melting of the surrounding crust, leaving septa of crust interleaved 560 
with the intruded sills.  We model this by intruding sills at random over a range of 300m above and 561 
below the intrusion depth determined by density contrast.   562 

Random intrusion preserves septa of crustal rock between sill intrusions, whereas strictly density-563 
controlled intrusion does not (see also Solano et al.10).  Varying the depth range of random intrusion 564 
affects the frequency and volume of preserved septa, but does not otherwise affect significantly the 565 
results obtained.  Although septa between early intrusions are preserved, septa between later 566 
intrusions, when the heat content of the reservoir is higher, are partially assimilated into the melt 567 
phase, causing crustal contamination of the melt.16,76,80-81 568 
 569 
Validity of the model at high melt fraction 570 

The reactive flow and compaction formulation is applied in the model regardless of local melt 571 
fraction.  However, it is strictly valid only when the crystals form a solid framework that will expel melt 572 
if it undergoes mechanical disruption or viscous deformation.82  Estimates of the melt fraction at which 573 
this framework forms vary widely (over the range c. 0.4 - 0.7) and likely depend on local shear stresses 574 
and strain rates, and the crystal morphology and size distribution.40,45,82-84  Melt fractions higher than 575 
this are present in each sill immediately after intrusion and in the melt layers that form in response to 576 
reactive flow.  However, we argue below that the formulation captures enough of the physics to yield 577 
informative results. 578 

High melt fractions are present in the intruding sills over very short timescales (of order 100’s years) 579 
because the sills cool very rapidly, losing heat to the surrounding reservoir and/or crust (e.g. Extended 580 
Data Figure 2a).  Over these short timescales following each intrusion, crystal-melt separation is 581 
assumed in the model to occur only by reactive flow and compaction, omitting other mechanisms of 582 
crystal-melt separation;82 moreover, it is assumed that there is no bulk flow of melt+crystals driven by 583 
convection.28,85,86  However, the modelled cooling timescale is correct, because the rate of heat loss 584 
from each sill is dominated by conduction and this is described by equation (1).71,86  Furthermore, in 585 



each sill, the model captures enough crystal/melt separation to yield a more evolved top, relatively 586 
enriched in incompatible trace elements, and a more refractory base, relatively depleted in 587 
incompatible trace elements, consistent with observations (e.g. Figure 3).10,78,79   588 

High melt fractions are also present in the layers that form in response to reactive melt flow (e.g. 589 
Figure 1).  These layers are persistently present once formed and the model again assumes crystal-590 
melt separation in each layer occurs only by reactive flow and compaction and that there is no bulk 591 
flow of melt+crystals driven by convection.  However, the rate of delivery of new melt into the layer 592 
is controlled by reactive flow and compaction of the underlying mush where the formulation is valid.  593 
Moreover, the rate of upwards movement of the layer, which affects cold storage, is controlled by the 594 
rate of upwards movement of the solidus isotherm; this depends on conductive heat transfer in the 595 
overlying mush and solid rock, and is captured by the formulation.  Thus we argue that the model 596 
captures the overall growth and upwards migration of the layers.  597 

Within each high melt fraction layer, the formulation likely does not correctly capture the 598 
variation in melt fraction.  However, the modelled temperature in each layer is constant at the solidus; 599 
melt fraction is also high and approximately constant, controlled primarily by the local bulk 600 
composition (e.g. Extended Data Video 1; Figure 1).  Thus, the modelled temperature and melt fraction 601 
assuming reactive flow with no bulk flow of melt+crystals are similar to what would be observed for 602 
the opposite end-member model of vigorous convection in which crystals are suspended and mixed 603 
in the magma.28  We argue that vigorous convection may be more likely given the results of earlier 604 
studies of single sill intrusions.28,85,86 605 
 606 
Magma mobilisation 607 
Accumulation of melt creates a high melt fraction layer which, as it migrates upwards, can remobilize 608 
old mush by causing a rapid increase in melt fraction.  The short timescale of this process may not 609 
allow for local chemical equilibrium to be maintained, so older crystals can be preserved in the 610 
younger magma.  Disequilibrium between melt and crystals may also give rise to resorption and 611 
zonation of crystals which is not described here.  612 

The model does not attempt to capture migration out of the reservoir of the high melt fraction 613 
(low crystallinity) magmas in the layer.  Felsic magma that accumulates at the top of the reservoir is 614 
buoyant relative to the surrounding mush reservoir, so there is a pressure gradient to drive ascent to 615 
higher crustal levels or eruption at the surface.25,26  The magma in each sill also evolves during cooling 616 
to become more buoyant relative to the more refractory mush, which may drive ascent of less evolved 617 
magmas.  Preliminary work, not reported here, suggests that removal of felsic magma accumulating 618 
in a high melt fraction layer at the top of the reservoir does not affect the formation of subsequent 619 
layers, so long as ongoing sill intrusions continue to supply new magma to the reservoir.   620 

This preliminary work is not reported because the model does not yet include clearly defined 621 
criteria for magma removal and ascent.  Moreover, we note that the presence of volatile species, such 622 
as H2O, whose solubility is pressure-dependent, complicates phase relations and physical properties 623 
during magma ascent, and consequently is not considered here. Further work should determine the 624 
controls on mobilization and eruption of the low crystallinity magmas present in crustal mush 625 
reservoirs.  What is clear from the results obtained here is that the compositions of low crystallinity 626 
magmas that can leave the reservoir, regardless of how or why that happens, are bimodal.  In our 627 
model, the melt composition evolves to the eutectic; in more chemically complex systems, melt 628 
composition will evolve to other low-variance states, such as cotectics or peritectics (reaction 629 
boundaries). In all cases, the effect is to buffer chemically the composition of accumulated melts, as 630 
recently suggested on the basis of phase equilibrium experiments.87 631 
 632 
Magmatic systems at shallower depth 633 
The results shown in Figure 1 (and also Supplementary Video 1 and Extended Data Figure 3) 634 
illustrate the key processes occurring within a crustal mush reservoir and were obtained using values 635 



of the model parameters that are typical of crustal systems (Extended Data Table 1 and associated 636 
references).  The initial intrusion depth was chosen to allow model results to be compared against a 637 
deep crustal section now exposed at the surface: the Upper Mafic Complex of the Ivrea-Verbano 638 
zone, Italy.16,21,76  The complex is interpreted to represent c.8km of basalt intruded into the crust 639 
over a few Ma (i.e. at intrusion rates of order a few mm·a-1).  The top of the complex is interpreted 640 
to have been located at a depth of c.18 km at the time of formation. 641 

The model results can explain a wide range of magmatic phenomena.  However, we recognize that 642 
many of the magmatic systems that provide compelling evidence for these phenomena cannot be 643 
approximated by a model tuned specifically to match data from the Upper Mafic Complex.  In 644 
particular, systems providing evidence for cold storage and/or compositional bimodality are often 645 
located at shallower levels in the crust.6-9  Moreover, major and trace element and isotopic data for 646 
these systems suggest they may be supplied by magmas of more evolved composition than basalt.6-647 
9,88 In transcrustal magmatic systems1 there are likely multiple zones of intrusion: primitive basalt 648 
magmas may form intrusions deep in the crust that generate more evolved magmas; these magmas 649 
ascend through the crust to form intrusion zones at shallower depths.   650 

We test here whether similar results are obtained if the first sill is intruded at a depth of 10km, 651 
rather than 18km.  Numerous magmatic systems are observed in geophysical data at similar 652 
depth.2,4,5,38  All model parameters are the same as used previously (Extended Data Table 1), except 653 
that we assume the initial geotherm is appropriate for thermally mature crust where, for example, a 654 
deeper magmatic zone has thermally primed the upper crust prior to the onset of shallower 655 
magmatism.  Previous studies have shown that this is necessary to allow upper crustal magmatic 656 
systems to form without a prohibitively long incubation period or unreasonably high rate of magma 657 
intrusion.23 658 

The results obtained are qualitatively similar to those observed at 18km depth.  There is an 659 
incubation period, during which the melt fraction rapidly falls to zero, with compositional contrasts 660 
formed by chemical differentiation within each sill intrusion prior to solidification causing the intrusion 661 
depth to increase progressively (Supplementary Video 2; Extended Data Figure 4a).  During the 662 
growing phase, buoyant melt again migrates upwards through the mush and reactive melt flow 663 
reduces, or removes, early formed compositional contrasts, so that the intrusion depth becomes 664 
controlled by the locally varying melt fraction (Supplementary Video 2; Extended Data Figure 5a).  665 

During the active phase, the reservoir can again produce evolved, low crystallinity magmas from 666 
the high melt fraction layer that forms beneath the solidus isotherm, close to the top of the reservoir 667 
(Supplementary Video 2; Extended Data Figure 5b).  When intrusion of new sills ends, the reservoir 668 
enters the waning phase (Supplementary Video 2; Extended Data Figure 4b) until the mush has 669 
completely solidified.   670 

Cold storage is again observed where upwards migrating, evolved melt rapidly accumulates around 671 
older antecrysts derived from crystallisation of early sills (Extended Data Figure 6).  In this shallower 672 
example, melt accumulation forms a low crystallinity magma a few 100’s years after the local 673 
temperature exceeds the solidus, but the magma contains antecrysts formed c. 1.3Ma earlier 674 
(Extended Data Figure 6).  Compositional bimodality is again observed, as magmas in the high melt 675 
fraction layers have evolved composition, but magmas in the sills shortly after intrusion have 676 
compositions close to that of the intruded basalt (Extended Data Figure 7a).  Thus, the key results are 677 
consistently observed in models of shallower magmatic systems created and sustained by basaltic 678 
magmatism. 679 
 680 
Intrusion of more evolved magma 681 
We now test whether similar results are obtained at 10km if the intruding sills contain magma of 682 
intermediate (andesitic) rather than basaltic composition.  All other model parameters are the same 683 
as used in the previous 10km model (Extended Data Table 1).  We do not model intrusion of rhyolite 684 
magma because our density controlled intrusion depth model does not apply for rhyolite magma: 685 



density controlled intrusion alone would suggest that rhyolite should mostly erupt.  That evolved, low 686 
density magmas often intrude rather than erupt has been a challenge to density driven models of 687 
magma ascent and intrusion for many years.67,68 688 

Intrusion of intermediate composition (c. 61% SiO2) magma yields qualitatively similar behavior to 689 
that observed in response to intrusion of basaltic magma.  The incubation, growing, active and waning 690 
phases of reservoir life are all observed and, during the active phase, a high melt fraction layer 691 
containing evolved (felsic) magma overlies a thicker, low melt fraction mush (e.g.  Extended Data 692 
Figure 8).  Older antecrysts are again rapidly remobilized by the arriving melt layer although, in this 693 
case, storage is ‘cool’ rather than ‘cold’: the temperature remains above the solidus, but the melt 694 
fraction remains low until the melt layer arrives.  Whether crystals are kept in cold (sub-solidus) or 695 
cool (supra-solidus) conditions may be difficult to determine from crystal chemistry data, requiring 696 
accurate estimates of reservoir and solidus temperatures;6-9 the key point is that the crystals are 697 
stored at low (non-eruptible) melt fraction, as opposed to ‘warm storage’ where the magma remains 698 
eruptible.18 699 

Compositional bimodality is again observed, but here the magma compositions are either evolved 700 
(felsic), reflecting melt accumulation in the upwards migrating layer, or intermediate, reflecting the 701 
composition of the intruding magma (Extended Data Figure 7b).  In general, we suggest that crustal 702 
mush reservoirs deliver magmas with compositions that reflect either (i) low-variance states, such as 703 
eutectics, cotectics or peritectics (reaction boundaries)87 or (ii) the intruding magma that creates the 704 
reservoir.   705 
 706 
Intrusion depth model 707 
Numerical tests show that compositionally bimodal, low crystallinity magmas are obtained regardless 708 
of whether the intrusion depth is modelled using our sill intrusion depth model or simple under- or 709 
over-accretion.  ‘Cold’ (or at least ‘cool’) storage of crystals, in a non-eruptible state, is also observed 710 
(e.g. Extended Data Figure 9a,b), except when intrusion depth is modelled using simple over-accretion.  711 
Over-accretion cannot yield cold or cool storage of antecrysts formed as part of the same magmatic 712 
event, as persistent sill intrusion at the top of the magma reservoir causes the melt layer to migrate 713 
upwards and form in the overlying crust (e.g. Extended Data Figure 9c,d).  The crystals here are rapidly 714 
mobilized by the arrival of the melt layer, but the history of the crystals and their genetic relationship 715 
with the magmatic event may be much more complex.  However, simple over-accretion requires the 716 
magma supplying each sill to pass through the mush reservoir regardless of local melt fraction, 717 
rheology or density, which is inconsistent with available evidence and models.67,68 We argue that our 718 
sill intrusion model better captures the effect of the local mush state on intrusion depth. 719 
 720 
Sensitivity analysis 721 
Extended Data Table 1 shows that crustal magma reservoirs are described by a broad range of material 722 
properties.  Values of many of these are poorly constrained.  A simple sensitivity analysis was used to 723 
confirm that the results obtained are typical.   724 

Previous work has shown that solutions to equations (1) – (5) are largely dictated by the value of 725 
the dimensionless scaling factor κ.51,71  The effect of varying the other dimensionless parameter Ste is 726 
much smaller.  Other studies, confirmed by additional numerical experiments conducted here, have 727 
shown that, for a given depth of intrusion and initial geothermal gradient, the thermal impact of 728 
intruding sills is controlled by the intrusion rate, irrespective of the model used to choose the sill 729 
intrusion depth.22,23,32,33  The chosen intrusion rate of 5mm·yr-1 for the example results shown here 730 
corresponds to the time-averaged magma productivity in arc settings simplified to a 1D geometry.24  731 
We now explore a range of intrusion rates around this value, consistent with estimates for different 732 
crustal magmatic systems and previous studies.21-24,32-34 733 

A simple Monte-Carlo analysis89 shows that 90% of the calculated values of κ for typical crustal 734 
parameters lie within the range 0.028 < κ < 2160 (-1.55 < log κ < 3.335; see Extended Data Figure 10a).  735 
Numerical solutions were obtained for ten values of log κ sampled evenly over this range in log space, 736 



for a range of values of the sill intrusion rate, three different intrusion depths and basalt that is 737 
intruded to a maximum thickness of 20km (Extended Data Table 1).  The results are summarized in 738 
Extended Data Fig. 10b,c by plotting the incubation time (the time required to reach the end of the 739 
incubation phase and produce a persistent mush reservoir; see Extended Data Figure 2b), the 740 
activation time (the time required to produce an active reservoir with a low crystallinity felsic magma 741 
layer; see Extended Data Figure 2b), the bulk composition of the mobile magmas (i.e. magmas with 742 
melt fraction >0.7), and the ‘cold storage time’ of antecrysts at the top of the reservoir, as a function 743 
of sill intrusion rate for the different intrusion depths.  The ‘cold storage time’ is the time elapsed 744 
between the last intrusion and the local melt fraction exceeding 0.7 at locations close to the top of 745 
the reservoir (see Fig. 2 and Extended Data Figures 6, 8). The cold storage time reflects the likely range 746 
of crystal ages in magmas that have achieved melt fractions exceeding 0.7. 747 

The incubation time scales with the reciprocal of the intrusion rate squared q-2 (Extended Data Fig. 748 
10b). The same scaling has been obtained in previous, purely thermal, models of repetitive sill 749 
intrusion using a variety of intrusion depth schemes, showing that the incubation time is relatively 750 
insensitive to the details of sill intrusion.22,23,90  Varying the value of κ over the range specified has a 751 
negligible impact on the incubation time, regardless of intrusion rate or depth, reflecting the relatively 752 
small range of uncertainty in thermal parameters such as thermal conductivity, specific heat capacity 753 
and latent heat (Extended Data Table 1). 754 

The impact of varying κ on the accumulation time is more significant, especially at lower intrusion 755 
rates when the accumulation time may be several million years longer than the incubation time 756 
(Extended Data Fig. 10b).  Longer incubation times are observed for large values of κ that correspond 757 
to larger values of the melt shear viscosity and smaller values of matrix grain size, and for small values 758 
of κ that correspond to large values of the matrix bulk viscosity (Extended Data Table 1).  Nevertheless, 759 
the accumulation time is finite so long as the incubation time is reached within the maximum intruded 760 
thickness of basalt; in other words, the formation of a high melt fraction layer is inevitable, so long as 761 
a persistent mush reservoir is present.   762 

The composition of the high melt fraction (eruptible) magma in the reservoir is always bimodal, 763 
irrespective of the value of κ, the intrusion rate or intrusion depth (Extended Data Fig. 10c).  The 764 
magma in the intruded sills has a composition close to that of the intruding basalt, while the magma 765 
in the layer that accumulates at the top of the reservoir has an evolved (approximately eutectic) 766 
composition, consistent with the results shown earlier for specific cases (Figure 3; Extended Data 767 
Figure 7a).   768 

The impact of varying κ on the cold storage time is more significant, as is the effect of intrusion 769 
rate (Extended Data Fig. 10c).  Smaller cold storage times are observed for larger values of κ that 770 
correspond to larger values of the melt shear viscosity and smaller values of matrix grain size 771 
(Extended Data Table 1).  Smaller cold storage times are also observed for higher intrusion rates, 772 
because evolution of the system as a whole occurs more rapidly.  The cold storage time reflects the 773 
relative timing of sill intrusion relative to remobilization.  Nevertheless, the cold storage time is always 774 
non-zero; in other words, some antecrysts are stored in a cold (or cool), non-eruptible state, prior to 775 
remobilization by reactive flow.   776 
 777 
Code availability.  778 
The code (MUSHREACT) used to solve equations (1)-(5) and produce the results reported here is 779 
available from the corresponding author on request.  The code is platform dependent and is not 780 
optimized or tested for broad distribution, but the methodology is described within the article and 781 
preceding studies.10,34 782 
 783 
Data Availability Statement 784 
No original data are reported that were not created using the software code (MUSHREACT).  Data 785 
can be recreated using the code. 786 
 787 
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 929 
Extended Data Figure and Table Captions 930 
 931 
Extended Data Figure 1 | Phase behaviour and compositions of the modelled system. a, Static melt 932 
fraction versus temperature for the modelled basalt and crust, extracted from the binary phase 933 
diagram for the chosen initial bulk compositions.  Also shown are experimental equilibrium 934 
melting/crystallization data for metagreywackes and basalt over the pressure range 400-935 
900MPa.12,73,74  Triangles denote data from ref. 73; circles data from ref. 74; squares data from ref. 12.  936 
Static melt fraction denotes the melt fraction obtained if there is no relative motion of melt and 937 
crystals, so the bulk composition remains constant.  b, SiO2 content versus temperature modelled 938 



here.  Also shown are experimental data corresponding to those shown in (a).  c, Melt fraction versus 939 
temperature obtained from the numerical model (data extracted from Supplementary Video 1 at 940 
three snapshots in time (0.97Ma, 1.39Ma and 1.66Ma after the onset of sill intrusions) corresponding 941 
to Figure 1 and Extended Data Figure 3b.  Reactive flow in the mush decouples temperature and melt 942 
fraction: high melt fraction can be found at low temperature where reactive melt flow has caused the 943 
bulk composition of the mush to evolve and vice-versa. 944 

Extended Data Figure 2 | Maximum melt fraction as a function of time. a, following a single sill 945 
intrusion during the incubation period, and b, over the life of the reservoir.  In a, the sill cools rapidly, 946 
with the melt fraction falling below 0.7 (i.e. the crystallinity exceeding 30%) within 63a after intrusion, 947 
and the sill solidifying within 225a.  The sharp decrease in melt fraction prior to full solidification is 948 
physical and represents the arrival of the solidification front during crystallisation at the eutectic.  In 949 
b, during the incubation phase, maximum melt fraction spikes after each sill intrusion, but decreases 950 
rapidly and falls to zero between sill intrusions.  The incubation phase ends when the melt fraction 951 
remains greater than zero between sill intrusions.  During the growing phase, the maximum melt 952 
fraction at the top of the mush reservoir increases in response to reactive flow of buoyant melt.  Spikes 953 
in melt fraction correspond to ongoing sill intrusions deeper in the reservoir.  Melt fraction at the top 954 
of the mush increases until, during the active phase, evolved, low crystallinity (<30%) magma is 955 
present which is likely to rapidly leave and ascend to shallower crustal levels.  New sill intrusions cease 956 
and, sometime later, the melt fraction at the top of the mush also starts to decrease.  Overall, the 957 
reservoir is cooling.  This is the waning phase, at the end of which the reservoir has completely 958 
solidified.  Data in both plots extracted from Supplementary Video 1.   959 

Extended Data Figure 3 | Snapshots showing temperature, melt fraction, bulk composition and 960 
incompatible trace element concentration as a function of depth through a crustal section at 18km 961 
during the incubation and waning phases of the reservoir after a, 0.82Ma following the onset of sill 962 
intrusions and b, 1.66Ma.  Snapshots are taken from Supplementary Video 1.  At early times a, during 963 
the incubation phase, individual sills cool rapidly.  During the growing phase (not shown here; see 964 
Figure 1a), a persistent magma reservoir forms but the melt fraction is low and relatively uniform.  965 
However, buoyant melt migrates upwards and begins to accumulate at the top of the reservoir.  During 966 
the active phase (not shown here; see Figure 1b), a high melt fraction layer forms.  At late times b, 967 
during the waning phase, sill intrusions cease and the mush cools and solidifies.  Shaded area in all 968 
plots denotes the vertical extent of basalt intrusion at that time. Equivalent results for intrusion at 969 
10km depth are shown in Extended Data Fig. 4. 970 

Extended Data Figure 4 | Snapshots showing temperature, melt fraction, bulk composition and 971 
incompatible trace element concentration as a function of depth through a crustal section at 10km 972 
depth during the incubation and waning phases after a, 0.82Ma following the onset of sill intrusions 973 
and b, 1.66Ma.  Snapshots are taken from Supplementary Video 2. The results are qualitatively very 974 
similar to those obtained at 18km depth (Extended Data Figure 3). During the incubation phase a, 975 
individual sills cool rapidly.  During the waning phase b, sill intrusions cease and the mush cools and 976 
solidifies.  Shaded area in all plots denotes the vertical extent of basalt intrusion at that time.   977 

Extended Data Figure 5 | Snapshots showing temperature, melt fraction, bulk composition and 978 
incompatible trace element concentration as a function of depth through a crustal section at 10km 979 
depth during the growing and active phases after a, 0.99Ma following the onset of sill intrusions and 980 
b, 1.39Ma.  Snapshots are taken from Supplementary Video 2.  The results are qualitatively very similar 981 
to those obtained at 18km depth (Figure 1).  During the growing phase a, a persistent mush reservoir 982 
forms but the melt fraction is low.  Buoyant melt migrates upwards and begins to accumulate at the 983 
top of the reservoir.  During the active phase b, the accumulating melt forms a high melt fraction layer 984 



containing mobile magma.  The composition of the melt in the layer is evolved and enriched in 985 
incompatible trace elements.  Elsewhere in the mush, the melt fraction remains low. Shaded area in 986 
all plots denotes the vertical extent of basalt intrusions at that time.   987 

Extended Data Figure 6 | Cold storage and rapid remobilization of magma in a reservoir at 10km 988 
depth.  Results are qualitatively very similar to those obtained at 18km depth (Figure 2).  Plot a shows 989 
melt fraction as a function of depth at the first snapshot after remobilization at 10km (1.441Ma). 990 
Shaded area denotes intruded basalt. Reactive flow of buoyant melt produces a high melt fraction 991 
layer that migrates upwards.  Plot b shows temperature and melt fraction as a function of time at a 992 
depth of 10km. Similar results are obtained over the depth range 10-10.5km.  Early sill intrusions 993 
rapidly cool and crystallize. The crystals are kept in ‘cold storage’ at sub-solidus temperature, but the 994 
temperature gradually increases in response to sill intrusions deeper in the reservoir.  Soon (<0.3ka) 995 
after the temperature exceeds the solidus, the high melt fraction layer arrives at this depth and the 996 
reservoir is remobilized: the melt fraction increases rapidly to form a low crystallinity magma.  The 997 
melt fraction increases much more rapidly and to a higher value than would be possible by melting 998 
alone. Plot c shows temperature and melt fraction as a function of time at a depth of 12km. Similar 999 
results are obtained over the depth range 10.5-15km. Melt fraction remains low because reactive flow 1000 
has left a refractory residue at this depth.  There is no remobilization, despite the increase in 1001 
temperature. Data extracted from Supplementary Video 2.  1002 

Extended Data Figure 7 | Geochemical consequences of reactive melt flow in crustal magma 1003 
reservoirs at 10km depth created by intrusion of (a) mafic sills and (b) intermediate sills.  Both plots 1004 
show SiO2 content of low crystallinity (crystal fraction <30%) magmas. Solid curves show bulk magma 1005 
composition (melt plus crystals); dashed curves show melt composition alone. The peak at low SiO2 1006 
corresponds to magma within the intruding sills; the peak at high SiO2 corresponds to magma within 1007 
high melt fraction layers near the top of the reservoir. In plot (a), measured data from the Snake River 1008 
Plain are shown for comparison;29 the bimodality is clear although the basalt has a lower SiO2 content 1009 
than modelled here. Bimodal compositions correspond to (1) the magma intruded into the reservoir, 1010 
and (2) the most evolved composition obtained by differentiation. 1011 

Extended Data Figure 8 | Cool storage and rapid remobilization of magma in a reservoir created by 1012 
intrusion of intermediate magma at 10km depth.  Results are qualitatively similar to those obtained 1013 
by intruding basalt magma.  Plot a shows melt fraction as a function of depth at the first snapshot 1014 
after remobilization at a depth of 11.4km (1.28Ma). Reactive flow of evolved, buoyant melt produces 1015 
a high melt fraction layer that migrates upwards.  Plot b shows temperature and melt fraction as a 1016 
function of time at a depth of 11.4km.  Early sill intrusions rapidly cool and crystallize. The crystals are 1017 
kept in ‘cool storage’ at near-solidus temperature. At 1.28Ma, the high melt fraction layer arrives at 1018 
this depth and the reservoir is remobilized: the melt fraction increases rapidly to form a low 1019 
crystallinity magma.  The melt fraction increases much more rapidly and to a higher value than would 1020 
be possible by melting alone.  Melt fraction deeper in the reservoir remains low because reactive flow 1021 
has left a refractory residue at this depth.  1022 

Extended Data Figure 9 | Consequences of emplacement during (a, b) under-accretion and (c, d) 1023 
over-accretion.  During under-accretion, plot a shows melt fraction as a function of depth at the first 1024 
snapshot after remobilization at a depth of 22km (1.02Ma). Reactive flow of evolved, buoyant melt 1025 
produces a high melt fraction layer that migrates upwards.  Plot b shows temperature and melt 1026 
fraction as a function of time at a depth of 22km. Similar results are obtained over the depth range 1027 
22-22.5km.  Under-accretion causes the sill intrusion depth to progressively increase from 18km; in 1028 
this case, an intrusion at 22km occurs at 0.75Ma that rapidly cools and crystallises. The crystals are 1029 
kept in ‘cool storage’ at close-to-solidus temperature.  At 1.02Ma the high melt fraction layer arrives 1030 



at this depth and the reservoir is remobilized.  During over-accretion, plot c shows melt fraction as a 1031 
function of depth at a snapshot in time (1.53Ma). In this case, the high melt fraction layer has migrated 1032 
into the overlying country rock. Plot d shows temperature and melt fraction as a function of time at a 1033 
depth of 17.5km, close to the top of the active magma reservoir. Similar results are obtained over the 1034 
depth range 17.5-18km.  Crystals in the magma are sourced from the country rock and may be 1035 
genetically unrelated to the melt.  There is no cold storage of crystals brought into the reservoir by 1036 
basaltic sill intrusions, as intrusion occurs deeper in the reservoir.  In plots a and c, the shaded area 1037 
denotes intruded basalt. 1038 

Extended Data Figure 10 | Sensitivity analysis.  Plot (a) is a frequency plot showing values of the 1039 
dimensionless scaling factor κ calculated using equation (12).  Values of the input values were varied 1040 
uniformly over the range given in Extended Data Table 1 in a simple Monte-Carlo analysis.89 Plot (b) 1041 
shows incubation and activation time; plot (c) shows cold storage time and eruptible magma 1042 
composition.  Error bars and shaded regions in (b) and (c) denote the effect of varying the 1043 
dimensionless scaling factor κ over the range 0.028 < κ < 2160.  Error bars on the incubation time are 1044 
within the symbol size.  Dashed lines denote fit to the incubation time of the form q-2 where q is the 1045 
intrusion rate.  Colours in (b) and (c) denote different initial emplacement depths of 10km, 18km and 1046 
30km.  Models were run for a maximum 20km of intruded basalt. 1047 

Extended Data Table 1 | Parameters used in the numerical experiments.  Values used to produce the 1048 
results shown in all figures except Extended Data Figure 10.  A steeper geotherm suitable for thermally 1049 
mature crust23 was assumed for the results shown in Extended Data Figures 4-8 which have intrusion 1050 
at 10km depth.  The range of values for the sensitivity analysis was used to calculate the range of 1051 
values of the dimensionless scaling factor κ shown in Extended Data Figure 10a and produce the 1052 
associated numerical modelling results shown in Extended Data Figure 10b,c.  Data sources are 1053 
indicated. 1054 

 1055 

 1056 
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Symbol Description and sources Example case Sensitivity analysis Units 

kT thermal conductivity22,23,33,51 3 1 - 3 W·ºC-1·m-1 

cp specific heat capacity51 1100 1,020 - 1,220 J·kg-1·ºC-1 

Lf latent heat51 550000 400,000 - 600,000 J·kg-1 

TL-TS liquidus-solidus interval12,73,74 310 310 ºC 

TS solidus12,73,74 850 850 ºC 

Tgeo initial geotherm21-23,51 20 20, 40 ºC·km-1 

a matrix grain radius51 2.75×10-3 5×10-4 - 5×10-3 m 

 permeability exponent51 3 3 None 

 bulk viscosity exponent51 0.5 0.5 None 

b permeability constant51 1/125 1/2500 - 1/50 None 

max shear viscosity of most evolved melt58 105 104 – 106 Pa·s 

min shear viscosity of least evolved melt58 1 1 Pa·s 

r reference matrix shear viscosity26,50,51,57 1015 1014 – 1017 Pa·s 

q sill intrusion rate21-24,32-34 5 1 - 20 mm·yr-1 

zs sill thickness21-23,42 100 50-200 m 

a1, a2, a3 phase behavior parameters 50, -360, 1433.15 50, -360, 1433.15 ºC 

a4, a5, a6, a7, a8 silica content modelling parameters 62.7, 12.38,-0.0158, 15.44 62.7, 12.38, -0.0158, 15.44 - 

r reference density77 2850 2850 kg·m-3 

smin 
density of most evolved solid 
composition25,76,77 

3000 3000 kg·m-3 

smax 
density of least evolved solid 
composition25,76,77 

2600 2600 kg·m-3 

mmin 
density of most evolved melt 
composition26,76,77 

2880 2880 kg·m-3 

mmax 
density of least evolved melt 
composition25,76,77 

2350 2350 kg·m-3 

2

max
SiOS  SiO2 of most evolved composition12,73,74 75 75 % 

2

min
SiOS  SiO2 of least evolved composition12,73,74 50 50 % 

K Trace element Nernst partition coefficient16 0.08 0.08 - 
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